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Foreword
In 2017 all three Baltic economies achieved remarkable growth. GDP has increased by roughly 4%, exports are surging
and domestic demand is going up. However, there are serious challenges as well. Main concerns for companies, large and
small, are related to labour force. Companies are worried about availability of workforce in our ageing societies. We have
also witnessed a sharp increase of salaries. Of course, it is a good thing for consumers and it boosts domestic trade, but it
is becoming a problem for many companies, especially in small and medium-sized company (SME) segment.
SMEs are the backbone of Baltic economies, and their confidence indicators can give us a good idea about future
developments of economic processes. In the latest edition of Baltic Business Outlook we have collected insights from
more than 4200 SMEs in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
SEB strives to maintain its position as the #1 bank for business clients both in Nordics and Baltics. Therefore such
surveys as this provide us with important insights in what SMEs are planning, what are their concerns and needs, so that
we can improve our offering to suit their requirements. Naturally, we are also delighted to share these insights with you!

Virginijus Doveika
Head of Baltic Retail Banking at SEB
Executive summary
• In 2017 economic growth in all three Baltic countries turned
out to be better than expected. During this year and in the
next the favourable trends will endure. Hence, the mood in the
small and medium-sized company (SME) segment has slightly
improved in comparison with year 2016. However, it is still
below levels of 2014 and 2015.
• The prospects of increasing turnover within the next year have not
changed. Most of SMEs (two thirds in Lithuania and Latvia) expect that
their turnover will remain unchanged during this year. In Estonia 60%
of SMEs share this opinion. Despite the fact that conditions for growth
have improved since the last year, levels of optimism have remained
the same. 13% of polled companies in Lithuania and Estonia expect
their turnover to increase, while in Latvia such trend is expected by
9% of companies in SME segment. Although the share of pessimists
(companies, which expect decline of their turnover) has decreased
in Estonia since the last year, it is still the highest in Baltics: 28%.
23% of SMEs in Latvia believe that their turnover will decrease while
in Lithuania every fifth company shares this view.
• Lithuanians are the most ambitious in acquiring new markets.
Share of Lithuanian companies with such ambitions (16%)
is twice as large as in Estonia. In Latvia only 6% of SMEs are
planning to enter new markets. 83% of companies in Latvia are
persistently focusing on the local market. In Lithuania 66% and
in Estonia 75% of companies are opting for a similar strategy.
• Following the economic trends, demand for In Latvia employees
will increase in all three Baltic States. A quarter of Lithuanian
SMEs are planning to increase the number of their staff. In Estonia
almost every fifth company has similar plans, while in Latvia
16% of SMEs are going to hire new people. At the same time
there are companies who are planning to reduce their staff. 10%
of Lithuanian companies and 9% of SMEs in Latvia are preparing

for layoffs. Despite the cautious expectations about future, only
5% of Estonian companies are expecting a necessity for reducing
the number of their employees.
• 37% Estonian and 35% Lithuanian companies see a necessity
to invest in product and service innovations. Entrepreneurs in
Latvia are more careless, and only 22% of respondents have
reported similar plans.
• Share of those companies who are thinking about changes in
their business model is small in all three Baltic countries. Only
12% Lithuanian, 10% Estonian and 7% of Latvian SMEs are
contemplating such decisions.
• Meanwhile, business ambitions and situation in the labour
market are pushing for investments in employees. 28% of
companies in Lithuania have reported existence of such plans.
In Estonia and Latvia 18% and 17% of SMEs will move forward
with such investments.
• Baltic countries have significant differences when it comes to
digitization initiatives. 19% of Estonian and 17% of SMEs in Lithuania
are convinced that activities in area of digitization are very important
for their business. In Latvia only 8% of entrepreneurs share this
view, and almost half of respondents (44%) think that digitization
activities are irrelevant for their companies.
• Following the slight improvements in expectations for the future,
SME ambitions to invest in their businesses are correspondingly
mild. Every fifth SME in Lithuania will invest more than 30 000
euros, while in Estonia only 14% of companies are preparing
similar investments. 28% of Estonian, 26% Lithuanian and
22% of Latvian SMEs are planning to invest up to 30 000 euros.
Surprisingly similar share - 19% of SMEs in Baltics have confessed
they don't have any investment plans.
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Key indicators
Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

1.32 m

1.95 m

2.84 m

75

65

75

Real GDP growth (2016)

2.1%

2.1%

2.3%

Inflation (2017)

3.7%

2.9%

3.7%

Unemployment rate (Q3 2017)

5.2%

8.5%

6.6%

Population (January 2017)

GDP per capita PPS (EU=100, 2016)

Source: Eurostat, national statistics bureaus of Baltic States

Economic forecast 2018
GDP

Inflation

Estonia

3.5%

3.2%

Latvia

4.1%

2.7%

Lithuania

3.2%

2.8%

Source: SEB

Exports

Methodology

The respondents are divided into three groups: companies
planning to enter new markets in 2018, those intending to
grow in existing export markets, and companies focusing on
the domestic market.

Turnover growth
In the survey, companies expecting at least 15% turnover
growth in 2018 are labelled as optimists while the companies
expecting growth figures below 15% are moderate optimists
and the rest, predicting a decline in turnover, are considered
pessimists.

Inovation
The analysis refers to two groups of companies: those
planning innovations in 2018, be they in products, services,
business models, and/or employee development, or those not
planning any of the above-mentioned.

Employment

Investments

The employment outlook is divided into three groups:
• companies planning to hire new staff in 2018, the ones
• keeping the headcount unchanged,
• and the companies intending to cut back on personnel.

The threshold of major investments is set at 30,000 EUR for
this survey, with the companies investing amounts above and
below that constituting the first two groups, and the third group
composed of companies not planning any investments in 2018.
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Expected changes in business environment during 2018
January 2018

Sentiments about turnover
growth are stable

Instead of entering new
markets, companies focus
still on the domestic market

Optimists

Slight decrease in companies
without investment plans

New markets

Investments over 30,000 euros

Estonia

13% (+2%)

Estonia

8%

Estonia

14% (+1%)

Latvia

9% (+1%)

Latvia

6% (-1%)

Latvia

14% (+1%)

Lithuania

13% (-2%)

Lithuania

Moderate optimists

16% (+2%)

Lithuania

Existing markets

20% (+2.5%)
Investments up to 30,000 euros

Estonia

60% (+2%)

Estonia

17% (+1%)

Estonia

28% (+2%)

Latvia

68% (+2%)

Latvia

11% (-3%)

Latvia

22% (-1%)

Lithuania

67% (+1%)

Lithuania

18% (+3%)

Lithuania

26% (-1%)

Pessimists

Domestic

No investments

Estonia

28% (-3%)

Estonia

75% (-1%)

Estonia

19% (-3%)

Latvia

23% (-3%)

Latvia

83% (+4%)

Latvia

19% (-21%)

Lithuania

20% (+1%)

Lithuania

66% (-5%)

Lithuania

19% (-1%)

Slight shift towards hiring
more staff is noticable

The amount of companies who
plan innovation has risen

Hiring staff

Digitalisation in their
business is…

Product/service

Very important

Estonia

19% (+5%)

Estonia

37% (+2%)

Estonia

19%

Latvia

16% (+4%)

Latvia

22% (+1%)

Latvia

8%

Lithuania

25% (-2%)

Lithuania

35% (+3%)

Lithuania

17%

No changes

Business model

Quite important

Estonia

76% (-4%)

Estonia

10% (+2%)

Estonia

36%

Latvia

75% (+6%)

Latvia

7% (-1%)

Latvia

22%

Lithuania

65% (+1%)

Lithuania

Lithuania

39%

Reducing staff

12% (+1%)
Employees

Not important at all

Estonia

5%

Estonia

18% (+3%)

Estonia

19%

Latvia

9% (-10%)

Latvia

17% (+1%)

Latvia

44%

Lithuania

10% (+1%)

Lithuania

28% (+9%)

Lithuania

18%
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Business sentiment in different industries
January 2018

Transport and Logistics

Trade
Optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

15%
10%
11%

Optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Moderate optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

50%
62%
68%
34%
28%
21%

Manufacturing

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

15%
17%
11%
71%
63%
70%
14%
20%
19%

Other

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

60%
67%
69%

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

26%
25%
23%

14%
6%
20%

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

58%
70%
60%
28%
24%
20%

12%
4%
30%
59%
68%
53%
28%
28%
17%

11%
15%
16%
Moderate optimists

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

58%
76%
68%
Pessimists

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

31%
9%
16%

Education, health care
Optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

10%
8%
24%
Moderate optimists

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Pessimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

30%
18%
23%

Optimists

Moderate optimists

Pessimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Optimists

Moderate optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Pessimists

Pessimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

60%
69%
56%

Housing and Catering

Administration and services

14%
8%
8%

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Moderate optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

10%
13%
21%
Moderate optimists

Optimists

Optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

30%
22%
15%

Agriculture

Pessimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

58%
65%
70%

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Moderate optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Pessimists

Optimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

12%
13%
15%

Optimists

Moderate optimists

Pessimists
Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

Construction

67%
73%
56%
Pessimists

Estonia
Latvia
Lithuania

23%
19%
21%
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Latvia
Dainis Gašpuitis
macroeconomics expert at SEB Latvia
The main challenges for Latvia's economy are linked to
labour market: ageing population and lack of potential
employees will cause an upward pressure on wages. Tax
reform will still be within the focus during this year, which
will start with uncertainties caused by many changes in
legislation norms and continuation of transition periods.

Latvia's economic growth has picked up a rather good
pace. It is even slightly higher than country's long-term
potential. In 2017 Latvia's GDP increased by 4.5%. The
foundations of this growth are solid and is justified by the
increase of production by 8.4%, construction by 25%
and retail trade by 3.7% within the third quarter of 2017.
At the same time there has been a decline by 3.5% in
agriculture due to adverse weather conditions, and by
11.6% in financial and insurance industry due to outflow
of non-resident capital. Several other factors have
also contributed to the convincing growth: favourable
external conditions and influx of EU funds.
During this year the most active industries will shake up
the more passive ones. Hence, most of the industries
will demonstrate positive trends. Real estate industry
will warm up gradually. Construction industry will be
particularly active during next few years - because of EU
fund investments and rapid implementation of private
projects. Private consumption will increase, contributing
to better results in services and retail trade indicators.
Negative trends in finance and insurance industry caused
by outflow of non-resident funds will endure for the
foreseeable future. Likewise, perspectives for railway
and ports remain unclear. On the other hand, production
and export are expected to yield excellent results.
Another major topic for immediate future is availability
of workforce and ability on industries to utilize the
favourable external conditions. These factors will
determine the pace of Latvia's economic growth during
the next few years. Our forecast for Latvia's GDP growth
in this year is 4.1% and 3.7% in 2019.

Acceleration of growth will contribute to inflation as
well. At this point, it is premature to discuss overheating,
however, it doesn't mean that such risks will not arise during
the next 12-18 months. Fast-paced inflow of EU funds and
their periodic nature will amplify these risks. Hence, we
expect signs of overheating in several industries, namely,
construction industry, which will seize the workforce from
other industries. These processes will drive up salaries,
and pose a very valid question: what will happen when EU
funds will dry out and demand will decrease?
The pace of inflation slightly decreased towards the end
of 2017 in Latvia. For the foreseeable future, the impact
of external factors on the inflation will be insignificant,
and internal factors will prevail. Strengthening of the
growth rate, warm-up in the labour market and fast
growth of salaries will be the main factors which will
facilitate inflation. Also, increased excise rates will bump
up the level of prices in January. Inflation forecast for this
year is 2.7%, and 2.5% for 2019.
In the 3rd quarter of 2017 unemployment rate dropped
to 8.5%. This year employment levels will continue to
decrease steadily. Demand for workers will be present in
virtually all industries, particularly in construction, retail,
transport and service industries, including IT. The number
of free vacancies will become more pronounced, which
points to structural problems. Meanwhile, people will
continue to leave for abroad, and the labour market will
continue to age. By end of this year unemployment rate
will drop to 8.3% and to 7.2% during the next year.
In the 3rd quarter of 2017 average salary reached 925
euros, which is 7.5% more than a year before. Wages
grew in all sectors between 2.7% and 10.1%, except for
electricity, heating and gas supply industry (-4.3%) as
well as real estate industry (-0.5%). In these conditions
all employees have better chances of receiving a salary
raise. Information about increased salaries will only
increase the upward pressure for wages, therefore
active migration of employees between companies and
industries can be expected.
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Assessment of business environment: Latvia
• Mood of Latvian SMEs has slightly improved
over the past year. Most of companies (68%)
are cautious optimists, but 9% are pronounced
optimists and expect their turnover to grow by
over 15%. On the other hand, 23% of Latvian
SMEs consider their chances as rather bleak and
are preparing for a decline in their turnover;
• Lowest share of optimists is recorded in public
administration and services industry (4%) and
agriculture (6%). Meanwhile, manufacturing
industry has the highest share of optimists - 17%.
Highest share of pessimists is observed in trade
industry (28%) and agriculture (24%). Housing
and catering industry is the most stable with only
9% of pessimists and 76% of cautious optimists;
• Only 6% of respondents intend to acquire new
export markets during this year. The share of
companies planning to expand in existing export
markets has dropped to 11% since the last year
as well. Overwhelming majority of Latvian SMEs

(83%) will focus their efforts on the domestic
market;
• Share of companies planning to reduce their
staff has decreased from 19% to 9% since the
last year. 75% of SMEs will try to reach their
business target with the existing employees,
however, 16% of respondents have reported
that they will hire new people this year;
• Proportion of SMEs who are planning to invest
in developing their employees has been growing
steadily over the past few years. This year 17%
of SMEs in Latvia will do it. 22% of companies will
invest in improving their products or services, while
7% will work on updating their business models;
• Investment appetite has not changed over the past
year. 14% of SMEs are planning to invest over 30
000 EUR to develop their businesses. 22% have
planned investments of smaller size, while 19% of
SMEs have no investment plans for this year.

1 941 companies partcipated in total
Latvia: SME plans for 2018

75%
83%
36%
49%
44%

will keep the number of employees unchanged
will remain focused on domestic market
will make investments
plan innovations in business model or products/service
digitalisation is important in their business

Up and down: Where are they?

9%

Optimists

23%

Pessimists

• turnover up to 65 000 EUR;
• Agriculture, Construction, Trade, Other services

• turnover up to 200 000 EUR;
• Agriculture, Trade, Other services
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Number of employees next year...
20%

Export markets

16%

12%
69%

71%

79%

83%

75%

70%

13%
19%

14%

16%

9%

9%

2015

2016

2017

2015

Lower
Same
Higher

11%

7%

6%

2016

2017

Plan to enter new export markets
Plan to grow on existing export markets
Domestic market will remain our target

Turnover next year...

Number of employees from foreign countries…

26%

28%

23%

66%

3% 1%

7%

89%

68%

56%

Yes, 1-2 people
Yes, 3-10 people
Yes, more than 10

16%

2015

8%

9%

2016

2017

No, but we are interested to hire
No, we don't have any plans to hire

Foreign workers are
employed as ...

Optimists
Moderate optimists
Pessimists

33%
41%
16%
10%

managers
specialists
workers
others

Most popular export markets: EU (especially Germany, Baltic countries), Scandinavia (especially Sweden, Denmark)

Innovations and changes
3%
12%
8%
36%

4%
16%

5%

8%
21%

7%
22%

51%

49%

Investment projects
31%

40%

41%
16%
13%
2015

2016

24%

29%

26%

17%

2017

Do not plan innovation activities
Plan product / service innovation
Will change business model
Will invest in employee development
Other

2015

40%

35%

23%

22%

13%

14%

2016

Yes, over EUR 30 th
Yes, up to EUR 30 th
No
Do not know yet

How important
is digitalization
in your
company's
agenda for
2018?

44%

22%
8%

2017
Very important
Quite important
Not important at all
Don't know yet
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Profile of the Latvian survey
1941 companies partcipated in total

Number of employees

Annual turnover

1-9

80%
9%

10-19
20-49
50-99

Up to EUR 65 th

49%
23%

EUR 65-200 th
14%

EUR 201-650 th

7%
3%

EUR m 0,65-2

100-249

1%

EUR 2 m+

250 +

1%

N/A

Sector

8%
6%

Quotes by Latvian entrepreneurs:

Trade
Transport, logistics

3%

Construction

Modernize or automate manual labour.
10%

Industry, energy

Education, culture, health care
Administration and services
Other

I will increase production and look for new partners both in product
design and finding new, lower-cost materials.

6%

Agriculture / fishery
Housing, catering

We are planning to finalize our investment program and start
producing products with a higher added-value.

14%

29%
2%
3%

To be able to attract qualified specialists in culture and building
management industries, I have to pay higher wages. In 2018 I can only
increase salaries by 11%, which, naturally, increases costs for our services.
We will introduce new technologies to reduce necessity for employees.

2%
15%

We will work more efficiently next year, and look for new cooperation
partners.

On a scale of 1–5, please rate the importance of the following factors for achieving sustainable
success with your company

Contribution to employees and the community (for example, greater
loyalty, inclusion of employees, smaller employee turnover, greater
productivity, contribution to the community)
Responsible attitude towards natural resources (for example,
resource-efficient spending – printing paper, business trips,
transport, environmentally sustainable production)
Responsible business activities (for example, responsible sales and
consultations, transparent financial reporting, brand and reputation,
decreasing risks in the supply chain)

3.5

3.3

3.8
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Lithuania
Tadas Povilauskas
senior analyst at SEB Lithuania
number of people from other countries (mainly Ukraine)
who got work permit increased twice.
Unemployment in Lithuania dropped down close to 7.3
per cent in 2017, but we forecast that it the decrease in
unemployment will slow down and average unemployment
will be 7.0 per cent in 2018 and 6.8 per cent in 2019.
Uneven economic development among the regions leads to
the disparities of unemployment levels within country. There
is also a clear mismatch between the skills the employers
demand and the employees have, therefore even more
attention should by paid by the State and employers for
retraining activities.

Lithuania’s economy has been riding the positive trend and
jumped by around 3.7 per cent in 2017. The recovery of the
investments and sharply improved exports were the main
factors which boosted the growth of GDP. Investments will
play even greater role in economic growth in short term,
but slower private consumption growth will reduce the
expansion rate of GDP to 3.2 per cent in 2018 and 3.0 per
cent in 2019.
Surging global economy has boosted the orders for
Lithuanian manufacturers which increased production by
7.2 per cent in 2017 and the capacity utilization climbed
to the new record again. If favourable conditions remain
in the main export markets in 2018 as it is forecasted
now, manufactures will certainly be exploiting it, but
the growth of production will be a little bit slower. 2017
was unexpectedly successful for attracting new foreign
investors which will bring large greenfield investments.
More investments are expected this year from the existing
businesses, too. The distribution of EU structural funds
were lagging recently, but it is projected that this year they
will finally kick-start the public investments, too.
Export growth is broad-based both in terms of export
geography and products. The major external uncertainties
which arise in short term for exporters relate with the
possible correction in Swedish construction market and
weaker US dollar. However, the largest long term issue
remain the same – Lithuania’s merchandise and service
exports are still more oriented at lower value added
products. I.e., our road transport sector is experiencing
a new renaissance, but such business is not the one that
manages to pay high wages for employees and the lack
of such professions as truck drivers appear. In 2017 the

Labour force size has been shrinking down further in
Lithuania due to the negative balance of external migration
and the aging society. However, the last quarter of 2017
brought some surprises as the number of emigrants finally
fell and the number of immigrants (two thirds of them
are returning Lithuanians) increased. We hope that last
quarter’s results was not a coincidence and better migration
balance is expected this year.
Average wages jumped by 8 per cent in 2017, but in 2018
we forecast a slight decline of growth to 7 per cent. Although
the taxes for low earners slightly falls in 2018, monthly
minimum wage is up by EUR 20 to EUR 400 and the pensions
are higher by 10 per cent year-over-year, we expect slower
private consumption growth this year due to still expected
high inflation and smaller number of employed persons.
Last year sharp increase in excise duties for alcoholic
beverages added 0.8 pp to annual inflation which accounted
to 3.7 per cent in Lithuania. In 2018 there are no such
extraordinary changes in the taxation of goods, therefore
the rapid growth in labour costs and oil products will remain
the main factors for the price level increase. We forecast
that inflation will slow down to 2.8 per cent in 2018 and to
2.5 per cent in 2019.
We project that the growth in average house prices will be
slower in 2018 as the supply of new apartments increased
and the demand is not likely to expand. Commercial property
market remains active as the investment money is still
pouring in and that leads to the further drop in investment
yields. Banks’ loan portfolio in 2018 will be expanding
at similar pace as in 2017, but higher activities might be
expected in capital markets as the appetite for risk is still
increasing and there is a lack of ideas for investors.
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Assessment of business environment: Lithuania
• The mood of Lithuanian SMEs is essentially the
same as a year before. 13% of respondents
are pronounced optimists and they expect their
turnover to increase by more than 15%. 67%
are more cautious, while every fifth company is
pessimistically-minded;

• Every fourth company is planning to hire new
employees. However, 10% of Lithuanian SMEs
are preparing for layoffs. Largest share of
companies (65%) consider the size of their staff
adequate for reaching their business targets;

• There is a certain polarization between industries.
Public administration and services industries have the
largest share of optimists - 30%, followed by healthcare
and education industry (24%). The highest share of
pessimists is found in construction industry (23%)
and unclassified businesses (23%), while transport
and logistics (15%) and housing and catering (16%)
industries have the lowest share of pessimists;

• In comparison with last year's survey, the share
of those SMEs planning to invest in product and
services innovations has increased from 32% to
35%. Another 28% of respondents will invest in
development of their employees. 12% of Lithuanian
SMEs will work on changing their business model. The
share of companies with such plans has increased
consistently over past few years, and in 2014 only
5% of SMEs admitted to having such intentions;

• Ambitions to acquire new export markets have slightly
gone up during the last year from 14% to 16%. Share
of SMEs which are determined to expand in existing
export markets has increased from 15% to 18%.
Share of companies, focussing only on the domestic
market has decreased marginally to 66%;

• 46% of SMEs have investment plans for this
year. Every fifth company will invest more than
30 000 EUR, and this is the highest share in the
Baltics. Another 26% of companies will invest up
to 30 000 EUR, while 19% of companies have no
investment plans for this year.

770 companies partcipated in total
Lithuania: SME plans for 2018

65%
66%
46%
47%
56%

will keep the number of employees unchanged
will remain focused on domestic market
will make investments
plan innovations in business model or products/service
digitalisation is important in their business

Up and down: Where are they?

13%

• turnover 200 000 -2 000 000 EUR;
• transport/logistics and trade

20%

• turnover 65 000 - 650 000 EUR;
• trade and manufacturer

Optimists

Pessimists
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Number of employees next year...
30%

64%

27%

25%

64%

65%

Export markets

10%

6%

9%

2015

2016

2017

70%

71%

16%

15%

14%

14%

2015

Lower
Same
Higher

66%

18%
16%

2016

2017

Plan to enter new export markets
Plan to grow on existing export markets
Domestic market will remain our target

Turnover next year...

Number of employees from foreign countries…

21%

19%

20%

59%

66%

67%

6% 1% 1% 9%

Yes, 1-2 people
Yes, 3-10 people
Yes, more than 10

20%

15%

2015

83%

No, but we are interested to hire
No, we don't have any plans to hire

13%

2016

Foreign workers are
employed as ...

2017

Optimists
Moderate optimists
Pessimists

26%
46%
25%
3%

managers
specialists
workers
others

Most popular export markets: Latvia, Norway, Sweden, Germany, Russia, Belarussia, UAE, USA, China, Turkey, Asia, Kazachstan and more

Innovations and changes
5%

7%

19%

19%

28%

7%

11%

39%

32%

5%

Investment projects
37%

33%

35%
22%

2016

35%

34.3%

20%

19%

27%

26%

18%

20%

32%
16%

2015

0.7%

12%

25%
30%

0.5%

2017

Do not plan innovation activities
Plan product / service innovation
Will change business model
Will invest in employee development
Other

2015

2016

Yes, over EUR 30 th
Yes, up to EUR 30 th
No
Do not know yet
N/A

28%

How important
is digitalization
in your
company's
agenda for
2018?

16%
39%

17%

2017
Very important
Quite important
Not important at all
Don't know yet
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Profile of the Lithuanian survey
770 companies partcipated in total

Number of employees

Annual turnover

1-9
18%

10-19
20-49
50-99

24%

Up to EUR 65 th

62%

21%

EUR 65-200 th

24%

EUR 201-650 th

11%
6%

14%

EUR m 0,65-2

100-249

2%

EUR 2 m+

250 +

1%

N/A

Sector

15%
2%

Area
Trade

25%

Transport, logistics

Agriculture / fishery
Housing, catering

Information, communications
Administration and services

2%
3%

3%

Telšių county

3%

Alytaus county

4%

Tauragės county

1%
29%

7%

Šiaulių county

Utenos county

6%

Other

11%

Panevėžio county

9%

Education, culture, health care

19%

Klaipėdos county

12%

Industry, energy

50%

Kauno county

9%

Construction

Vilniaus county

Marijampolės county
No data

1%
2%
1%
2%
1%

On a scale of 1–5, please rate the importance of the following factors for achieving sustainable
success with your company

Contribution to employees and the community (for example, greater
loyalty, inclusion of employees, smaller employee turnover, greater
productivity, contribution to the community)
Responsible attitude towards natural resources (for example,
resource-efficient spending – printing paper, business trips,
transport, environmentally sustainable production)
Responsible business activities (for example, responsible sales and
consultations, transparent financial reporting, brand and reputation,
decreasing risks in the supply chain)

4

3.5

4.3
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Quotes by Lithuanian entrepreneurs:

We plan to build a new industrial building and purchase
some new equipment.
We plan to increase the number of trucks.

Investments in business software systems.

To intend to buy new equipment.

Automation of the production lines.

To expand the business globally.
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Estonia
Mihkel Nestor
economist at SEB Estonia
the exports of telecommunication electronics, the export
of goods would have doubled in current prices. The
overall climate for trade should be welcoming in 2018,
as Estonia’s main export destinations are expected to
enjoy solid economic growth. Many bets are placed on
Finland, which in 2017 surprised everyone with its fast
rebound from previous recession and after seven years
once again established itself as Estonia’s most important
trading partner. Main risks regarding exports relate to the
Swedish market, where an expected drop in construction
volumes can hamper the Estonian wood industry. Last
year, the export of prefabricated houses, furniture and
different products of wood to Sweden made up around
5% of Estonia’s total export of goods.

Estonia’s economic growth in 2017 managed to
outperform all expectations, as during the first three
quarters, GDP expanded by a whopping 4.8% on
average. Last time than the Estonian economy managed
to grow at similar rate was back in 2012, when the
economy was recovering from a severe recession. Much
of the current growth reflects the improved profitability
of the corporate sector, which is a welcomed change as
previously, the profits had been declining already since
the beginning of 2015. Largest contribution to the GDP
growth came from the construction sector, which value
added increased almost by a fifth, largely in line with
the overall growth of construction volumes. While the
private sector has been investing into new dwellings
and buildings already for years, Estonian construction
sector relies heavily on the public sector demand,
which depends on the availability of financing from the
EU structural funds. Overall the investments into fixed
capital increased by 16.1% over the three quarters. In
addition to the construction activities also investments
into transport equipment had a large impact. We expect
capital spending to surge also in 2018, but due to the high
base, its growth rate will be more moderate.
Despite the growing demand in the EU, Estonia’s export
growth in 2017 has at least in real terms been modest.
During the three quarters, export volumes increased
by a fair 2.7%. In Q3 exports in constant prices even
declined compared to the same period in 2016. In a small
economy a single company can have a large influence
over the national statistics which was demonstrated by
the fact that without taking into account a sharp drop in

Strong consumer confidence and a large hike of tax
exempt minimum of personal income tax will boost
private consumption this year. According to SEB’s forecast,
private consumption is expected to rise by 4.3% in 2018,
up from 2.2% during the three quarters of 2017. Last
year, the growth of private consumption was significantly
curbed by the very high inflation. Harmonized consumer
price index (HICP) increased by 3.7% in 2017 due to
surging food and fuel prices and a large hike of many
excise duties. As all three factor will be of importance also
in 2018, we forecast the HICP inflation to reach 3.2%.
Pressure in the labour market has continued to build up. In
Q3 2017, Estonia’s employment rate climbed to 68.5%,
which is both a record in Estonia’s modern history and
also the highest in the whole Euro Area. Vacancy rate has
not yet breeched the level seen just before the financial
crisis, but in many sectors, especially in the service area,
the number of vacancies already exceeds that of the year
2008. Therefore it is not surprising that the salary growth
has not slowed and during the three quarters of 2017,
it averaged 6.6%. The aforementioned hike in the tax
exempt minimum could give employers some breathing
space in 2018 as the net salary of most of the employees
has increased, but as wages are usually negotiated in
gross, its influence will probably not be too large.
Looking at the forward looking indicators, the main
scenario for the Estonian economy is bright. Both the
business and consumer sentiment are close to the
‘boom’ era highs. We expect the economic growth in
2018 to be well-balanced, based on strong domestic
demand and solid exports. In terms of GDP this should
translate into a 3.5% growth rate.
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Assessment of business environment: Estonia
• Confidence of Estonian SMEs has improved
slightly, and most of the companies are moderate
optimists. 13% of respondents expect their
turnover increase to exceed 15%. Levels of
optimism are still lagging behind those of 2014
and 2015, when they reached 20% and 17%
respectively. However 28% of Estonian SMEs
expect their turnover to drop, and this is the
highest share of pessimists among Baltic states;
• Trade and manufacturing industry has a
particularly high share of optimists - 15%. Share of
optimists in other industries varies between 10%
and 14%. Meanwhile, 34% of SMEs in the retail
industry are pessimistic, and housing and catering
industry has 31% of pessimists. Manufacturing
industry has the lowest share of pessimists - 14%,
followed by education and healthcare - 23%;
• Opinion about the necessity to acquire new
markets remains largely unchanged: only 8%

of SMEs have such plans. This share is twice
as small as in 2014. 75% of Estonian SMEs
intend to focus on the local market;
• There has been a slight increase in the share of
those SMEs, which are planning to increase the
number of their staff: from 14% last year to
19% this year. 76% of companies will keep the
number of their employees unchanged, and 5%
are thinking about layoffs;
• After a slight drop last year, ambitions to
innovate have somewhat improved. The main
focus will be on innovations aimed at improving
products or services (37%). 18% of Estonian
SMEs will invest in their employees;
• 42% of respondents intend to invest in development
this year, and 14% of them are planning to invest
more than 30 000 EUR. Meanwhile 19% on
companies will not do any investments.

1565 companies participated in total
Estonia: SME plans for 2018

76%
75%
42%
80%
47%

will keep the number of employees unchanged
will remain focused on domestic market
will make investment projects
doesn't plan hiring employees from foreign countries
plan innovations in business model or products/service

Up and down: Where are they?

13%

Optimists

28%

Pessimists

• Retail and manufacturing
• Harju county, Rapla county
• More than 20 employees
• Turnover above 65,000
• Housing and catering, trade
• Ida-Viru county, Valga county
• 1-9 employees
• Turnover up to 65,000 EUR
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Number of employees next year...
18%
76%

14%
80%

Export markets

19%

73%

76%

75%

16%

17%

8%

8%

2016

2017

76%

15%
6%

5%

5%

2015

2016

2017

Lower
Same
Higher

12%
2015

Plan to enter new export markets
Plan to grow on existing export markets
Domestic market will remain our target

Turnover next year...
17%

Number of employees from foreign countries…

11%

13%

58%

60%

5% 1%

13%

80%

56%
Yes, 1-2 people
Yes, 3-10 people
Yes, more than 10

31%

No, but we are interested to hire
No, we don't have any plans to hire

37%
44%
27%
4%

28%

28%
2015

2016

2017

Foreign workers are
employed as ...

Optimists
Moderate optimists
Pessimists

managers
specialists
workers
others

Most popular foreign markets: Baltic counties and northern countries + Finland

Innovations and changes

Investment projects

5%

5%

5%

18%

15%

18%

8%

10%

10%
37%

30%

2015

35%

36%

2016

Do not plan innovation activities
Plan product / service innovation
Will change business model
Will invest in employee development
Other

37%

38%

38%

39%

24%

22%

19%

24%

27%

28%

14%

13%

14%

2016

2017

30%

2017

2015

Yes, over EUR 30 th
Yes, up to EUR 30 th
No
Do not know yet
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Profile of the Estonian survey
1565 companies partcipated in total in year 2016.

Number of employees

Annual turnover

1-9
6%

10-19
20-49
50-99

Up to EUR 65 th

89%

55%
22%

EUR 65-200 th
EUR 201-650 th

3%

12%

EUR m 0,65-2

1%

EUR 2 m+

Sector

7%
4%

Area
Accommodation and food service activities
Administrative and support service activities

46%

Tartu county

1%

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Arts, entertainment and recreation

Harju county

4%

Pärnu county

8%

Viljandi county

3%
15%

Construction

12%

Lääne county

8%
4%
2%

Education

2%

Rapla county

4%

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

1%

Saare county

3%
4%

Financial and insurance activities

5%

Võru county

Human health and social work activities

4%

Ida-Viru county

Information and communication

4%

Järva county

3%

Lääne-Viru county

3%

Põlva county

2%

Jõgeva county

3%
2%

Manufacturing
Mining and quarrying

7%
0%

Other service activities

16%

Professional, scientific and technical activities

4%

Valga county

Real estate activities

5%

Hiiu county

Transportation andlogistics
Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

5%

1%

6%
1%
15%

On a scale of 1–5, please rate the importance of the following factors for achieving sustainable
success with your company

Contribution to employees and the community (for example, greater
loyalty, inclusion of employees, smaller employee turnover, greater
productivity, contribution to the community)
Responsible attitude towards natural resources (for example,
resource-efficient spending – printing paper, business trips,
transport, environmentally sustainable production)

3.5

3.2

Responsible business activities (for example, responsible sales and
consultations, transparent financial reporting, brand and reputation,
decreasing risks in the supply chain)
3.9
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Quotes by Estonian entrepreneurs:

We wish to invest in machines to increase productivity.

Due to the high proportion of labour costs, it is important to automate as
much of human labour as possible.

Less service bureaucracy increases the net gain of
companies.

Without a loan, progress is slow and inhibits the development of the company
in reaching its goals.

We will have a 100% paper-free system using
e-invoices.

